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Abstract. In engineering practice, it is interesting to find top-performing and newlydeveloped optimisers to solve particular engineering optimisation problems efficiently.
However, until new optimisers are extensively used on problems, their potentials may be
least known. This paper presents applications of a multi-objective surrogate-based
optimisation of end milling machine performance. Back-propagation neural networks are
trained in generating objective functions for surface roughness and tool wear. The
optimisers are the big-bang big-crunch (BB-BC) and particle swarm optimisation (PSO).
The novelty of the paper lies in the application of the newly developed BB-BC in the
machining field and the novel combination of the artificial neural network (ANN) with
BB-BC. The results obtained from the two case studies presented indicate that the
proposed approach is capable of selecting optimal solutions.
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1. Introduction
Surface roughness and tool wear have been recognised as two chief drawbacks in the milling process, if not
well-managed. They offer great restrictions on competitiveness and impacts on productivity, costs and the
goodwill of the machine tool industry [1–6]. For example, it is well known that in the machining industry, a
slight miss of tolerance limits invokes a price disadvantage on the product in the stiff competition in the
industry. Thus, surface integrity plays an important role in maintaining competitive machining operations.
The explanatory variables for machining performance, usually termed the process parameters are diverse.
For surface roughness in end milling the explanatory variables may include feed rate, spindle speed, cutting
speed, immersion angle and depth-of-cut (radial and axial) and nose radius. In machining science and
technology, machining performance in end milling has been a long-standing research conversation,
spanning from the seminal article of Xu et al. [1] through Armarego et al.’s work [2], and a number of
others, to the most recent contribution by Cai et al. [6]. This is indicative of the fact that machining
performance analysis is an important subject and further discussions in view of capacity enhancement needs
of the milling industry for heightened competitiveness should be pursued rigorously. This implies that
enhanced predictive models and optimisation approaches found to be successful in other areas of
engineering could be applied to the benefit of the milling process and the research community.
For example, the big-bang big-crunch (BB-BC) optimisation, a newly evolving efficient and powerful
tool with successful applications in electrical engineering and facility layout modelling has not been reported
in any paper on machining performance analysis to the best of our knowledge. Therefore, the aim of this
paper was to develop an effective approach to predict as well as optimise a number of machining
performance indicators as a general approach to suitably adapt to specific process needs in end milling
operation. A new approach that considers the marriage of artificial neural network (ANN) with each of the
BB-BC as well as the particle swarm optimisation (PSO) algorithms was initiated as a research direction in
this paper.
By following the arguments in the preceding paragraph, precise predictions and optimisation of
machining performance attracts the critical attention of the machine tool operators and researchers.
Prediction and optimisation are the principal pillars of the current investigation and have emerged for years
with an expansive mass of knowledge in the general engineering literature. In the area of machining science
and technology, the application of artificial intelligence and non-traditional optimisation have been known
but in the sub-area of end milling, information concerning these tools is just growing.
Accordingly, monitoring machining performance in end milling has been a topic of interest to end
milling investigators the world over [7, 8] due to the possibility of enhancing outputs, improving delivery
and projecting the goodwill of the industry through it. In the past years, a growing number of investigations
have attempted to replicate studies on surface integrity and tool wear in the general area of milling to end
milling specific area. A number of examples include the works by Prajina [9] and Lakshmi and Subbaiah
[10]. These have provided good foundation on the necessity to further enhance the surface integrity and
tool wear in end milling. Despite this, some important areas of prediction and optimisation are still very
poorly understood. Such as the prediction and the use of non-conventional optimisation tools in end
milling process.
Little information is available regarding the effectiveness of the blending of ANN with BB-BC on one
hand, and the union of ANN with PSO on the other hand, and previous work attempting this blending is
not available. Previous works where end milling has been considered seem to scarcely discuss the issue
currently focused on here and knowledge about the prediction power of ANN as well as the optimisation
merits of BB-BC and PSO in union are not well known. In this context, the BB-BC and the PSO have
considerable potential in the optimisation of the end milling process. The ANN is characteristically useful
for modelling complex relationships in end milling due to its excellent information processing behaviours
and capability for learning tolerance for noise and generalized capacity for predictive analysis. The BB-BC
algorithm is capable of generating optimal solutions for non-linear and linear optimisation models and is a
population-based meta-heuristic. The PSO algorithm is a population-oriented meta-heuristic algorithm
dependent on the principle of exploration and exploitation of search space in general optimal solutions in
models.
The artificial intelligence tools have the merit of learning from historical data while the non-traditional
optimisation tools have been credited with high quality of solutions of short convergence times. Given the
development over time, the end milling process seems to sparingly utilise some of these tools due to the
slow diffusion of this knowledge in end milling.
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In the past years, the end milling literature has experienced several works [22] that tend to improve
predictions and optimisation. Instances are the use of ANN, Taguchi method, principal component
analysis, desirability function, response surface method, genetic algorithm, differential evolution, greyrelational analysis and PSO in end milling operations [11–18]. In addition, researchers have noted the
significant advantages in combining models. These advantages have been explored in developing integrated
models, including desirability function and response surface method [9], Taguchi and principal component
analysis [19], ANN and genetic algorithm [20], utility concept and Taguchi method [21]. However, previous
works have not explored the potentials of combining ANN and BB-BC. Also, the union of ANN and PSO
has not been fully understood and there is need to compare results of these outcomes.
The remaining sections of this study are arranged as follows: In section 2, review of end milling process
is presented while the methodology describes the sequence and the coupled algorithm mechanism for the
different integration models of ANN/BB-BC and ANN/PSO in section 3. In section 4, the treatment of
data, which include includes training, testing and optimisation of surface roughness and tool wear are
presented. Furthermore, case study applications and discussion of results are presented in this section.
Section 5 contains conclusions of this study.

2. Literature Review
Milling has received considerable attention [11, 18, 20, 22] in literature due to the unique problems it solves
in view of the limitations of other machining approaches such as cutting, grinding and drilling. For
example, steel and super-alloys are difficult-to-cut materials [10, 12, 20] that cannot be processed through
the cutting process. The cutting process is also limited in its inability to process complex geometries of
workpieces, but end milling could be successfully used for this machining process [21]. Worse still, cutting
could not be used for materials with narrow tolerances. Thus, the inability of the cutting process to achieve
these critical tasks and more, including similar limitations of other machining processes (i.e. drilling and
grinding) place milling at advantage over other machining approaches. Drilling and grinding are also
limited. Milling has therefore experienced unprecedented research interests in recent times [9, 17, 23, 24].
In the milling process, the face and end milling are the two commonly used variants worldwide. End
milling as a study interest in this paper is guided by the high frequency of geometrically-complex materials
to be processed [9] requiring specialised attention. End milling is widely used in the machining industry,
including automobile and aerospace sectors [15, 17] for economic and productivity benefits. It guarantees
good surface finishing ability, high product integrity and has been of much practical and academic interest
[10, 15, 19]. With a strong demand for smaller tolerance limits, the need for optimisation of process
parameters with respect to surface finishing of materials in end milling becomes confirmed.
In this work, the interest is to predict and optimise the machining performance indicators in end
milling process based on process parameters. The literature approach to reducing manufacturing time has
been through the minimisation of product reworks while cost and product quality improvements have been
tackled with the use of surface quality parameters. Literature sources, including Para et al. [14], Chen et al.
[18], Kadirgama et al. [20], Parmar and Makwara [25] and Kalidass et al. [26] largely promote these ideas of
time and cost minimisation as well as surface finishing optimisation with the control of specified process
parameters.
Although, an increase in the applications of ANN has been observed in the modelling of milling
operations, applications of ANN to end milling process is still poor; more investigations are need in this
regard, especially on the integration of ANN models and optimisation models [17]. The attraction to the
use of ANN for end milling process prediction is based on the excellent literature documented
performance of ANN, ANN has been found to have its ability to perform well in complex production
situations, it has a superior information processing behaviour, a non-linear nature substantial parallelism
tendency, capacity for learning, tolerance for noise and generalised [27]. A strong limitation of the existing
literature on surface finish and tool wear is the paucity of studies that emphasis predictability of processes
parameters during the end milling process. While this work advocates the need to optimise the process
parameters of end milling as pointed out by Theja et al. [17], it is argued that process controllers in end
milling need information on possible optimal values to obtain with combinations of process parameters.
Thus, more insights on end milling operations may be gained when the optimal values of surface roughness
and tool wear are known in advance. This critical need will trigger improved operational performance in
end milling as the process controllers could in advance specify the maximum acceptable levels of surface
roughness and tool wear.
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Although attempts were made by Prajina [9] and Lakshmi and Subbaiah [10], the current work extends
the literature and contributes in a unique way by deviating from the literature and utilising a new algorithm
(BB-BC) to expand the continually swelling literature on machining, particularly end milling. The
contribution of this paper, besides optimisation, converts the crisp values of surface finishing and tool wear
into linguistic terms that could be used in optimisation in easily understandable manner to the process
controllers. A main contribution of the current work is the novel application of BB-BC algorithm, an
optimiser of proven utility in good solution quality and convergence characteristics. Thus, the objective of
the current study is to develop mathematical models which consider the issue of cost (tool wear) and
product quality (surface roughness) prediction and optimisation using fuzzy goal programming, BB-BC and
PSO as modelling tools.
In end milling literature, several authors have explored the use of predictive and optimisation models in
studying the characteristics of machine parameters on the quality of end-product from milling operation.
The current study recognised the contributions of these studies to end milling knowledge, yet extending the
state-of-the-art on milling operation to ANN as well as BB-BC and PSO is an investigation that will further
end milling study.
Bernards and Vosniakos [22] report a study that classified criteria which can be used in surface
roughness study as workpiece (diameter, length and hardness), cutting tool properties (material, run out
errors, noise radius, and shape), machining parameters (process kinematics, cooling fluid, step over, depth
of cut, tool angle, feed rate and cutting speed) and cutting phenomena (cutting force, vibration, friction in
the cutting zone, chip formation and acceleration). Parmar and Makwara [24] consider spindle speed,
depth-of-cut and feed rate in proposing an ANN model for mild steel surface roughness prediction during
end milling operation and it is reported that their proposed prediction approach generates acceptable
prediction errors.

3. Research Methodology
The procedure that are utilised in generating various mathematical expressions for surface roughness and
tool wear prediction and optimisation is presented in Fig. 1. The nomenclature used in the current study is
listed as follows. However, additional nomenclature is introduced in the body with the meanings specified
at the points of introduction.
f1

Predicted value of tool wear (mm)

f2

Predicted value of surface roughness (μm)
Optimal value of tool wear (mm)
Optimal value of surface roughness (μm)
Input parameter i

f1
f2
xi
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Fig. 1.
3.1.

Methodological layout for surface roughness and tool wear prediction and optimisation.
ANN Model for End Milling Process Parameter Prediction

In this study, ANN is selected as a predictive model for surface roughness and tool wear during end milling
operation starting from the input layers to the output layers. The implementation of ANN model may
involve the following steps: determination of input and output parameters, selection of ANN architecture,
selection of training algorithm, dividing of the datasets, training of the ANN model, testing of a developed
ANN model and drawing of inference. The training of an ANN model involves adjusting the connecting
weights between two adjacent layers. One common ways of weight adjustments is through the propagation
of prediction error(s) back into a network (i.e. back propagation). This can be achieved using algorithms
like gradient descent and Levenberg Maquardt during the training of ANN architectures. In this study,
gradient descent is used as the training algorithm. After training the ANN architecture, the next process
involves testing the trained ANN architecture. A two-hidden layer ANN architecture is selected (See Fig. 2)
in carrying out the current investigations on ANN suitability for surface roughness and tool wear during
end milling operations. The process of drawing of inferences from the performance of a developed ANN
model is often based on statistical measures which compare actual and predicted values. Among the
commonly used statistical measures in ANN literature are mean square error (MSE), absolute fraction of
variance (R2) and mean absolute percentage error (MAPE). The mathematical definitions for MSE, R2 and
MAPE are given as Eq. (1) to (3), respectively [27].
1 P
(1)
MSE   ( Ei  fi )2
p i 1
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where Ei and f i are experimental and predicted values of pattern i.

Fig. 2.

A 2-hidden layer ANN architecture for machining parameter predictions.

The decision on selecting a two-hidden layer ANN model is to reduce the problem of too many free
parameters in the model. This will help in the reduction of poor generalisation of the trained model [28,
29]. Furthermore, ANN model may suffer the problem of learning during training process when there are
few hidden. This problem may be experienced when using a single hidden layer network [30].
3.2.

Optimisation Model

We deviate from the literature approach of using crisp value in formulating optimisation model for end
milling parameters optimisation by introducing a fuzzy logic approach. The membership function for
surface roughness and tool wear are obtained using logistic membership function (Eq. (4)). One reason for
selecting logistic membership function over other membership functions (e.g. trapezoidal and triangular) is
the problem of determining boundaries for membership functions.
1
j 
(4)
 f ( x )
1 e j
where, fi ( x) is optimal value of objective i and i is membership function of objective i and  is a
constant factor which is taken as 1 in this study.
The values for the various fi ( x) are estimated using Eq. (5). It may be noted that since the output
from an ANN model is usually normalised, it is possible to use predicted values from a trained ANN model
directly as fi ( x) . The current study uses the outputs from the ANN model as normalised values for the
various objectives.
pi ( x)  f min,i
f i ( x) 
(5)
f max,i  f min,i
where, fmin,i and fmax,i are the minimum and maximum values of objective i, pi ( x) is the expression for
objective function i.
From Eq. (4), a single-objective function that will be maximised is expressed as Eq. (6). In order to
ensure that the membership function for each of objective is not less than a minimum specified value, Eq.
(7) is considered. Equation (7) represents the goal for each objective function that is considered in this
study.
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n

Max Z   w j  j

(6)

 j  min, j

(7)

j 1

where, min,i is minimum membership function for objective function i
The optimal value for surface roughness and tool wear are restrained using minimum and maximum values
for spindle speed, feed rate, depth of cut and silicon carbide as given in Eq. (8)
(8)
xmin,i  xi  xmax,i , i
The summary of the proposed fuzzy goal programming optimisation model is expressed as follows:
N

Max Z   w j  j
j 1

j 
xmin,i

1

, j
 f ( x )
1 e j
 xi  xmax,i , i

 j  min, j , j
xi  0 , i
N

where,  w j  1
j 1

The proposed optimisation model for the optimal surface roughness and tool wear rate determination
is solved using the PSO and BB-BC algorithms as solution methods. BB-BC algorithm was developed by
Kripka and Kripka [31] and satisfactorily employed in different reported studies [31–35]. The
implementation of BB-BC algorithm is in two phases. The first phase, the big-crunch phase, involves the
centre of mass of each decision variable in an optimisation model, determined via the current value of
decision variables (xi) and their associated fitness function (fi) as given using Eq. (9). The second phase
involves the generation of new values for each decision variable using xit ,c and the differences between
bounds of each decision variable. The quality of each new particle is controlled by using a constant value
(α), an iteration step (t) and random variables (R) with values between (-1, 1). The formula for creating the
new xit ,c is given by Eq. (10). Also, consideration is given to the limit of parameters. The flowchart for the
integrated ANN [36, 37] and BB-BC [34, 35] algorithms is shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3.

Flowchart for ANN-cum-BB-BC integration for end milling parameters prediction and
optimisation.
P

t ,c
i

x



x

i , g 1

i 1

where, xit ,c

(9)

P

1 f
x
R
i 1

xi ,t  xit ,c

f i ,t 1
i ,t 1

i ,max

 xi ,min 

(10)
t
is the centre of mass for parameter i at iteration step t, f i ,t is the quality of particle i at iteration

step t. xi ,t is the value of variable i at iteration step t.
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In PSO algorithm, the values of decision variables are tuned using personal best solution ( xijlbest ), global
best solution ( xijgbest ), current value of decision variable ( xijt ) and updated value of each particle velocity ( vijt
). The formula for updating velocity and position of each particle in a swarm are given by Eq. (11) and (12),
respectively [38]. The flowchart for PSO is presented in Fig. 3.
vijt   vijt 1  c1 r1 j ( xijlbest  xijt 1 )  c2 r2 j ( xijgbest  xijt 1 )
(11)

xijt  vijt  xijt 1

(12)

where, α is known as the weight, c1 and c2 are constants, and r1 and r2 are uniform random numbers
between (0,1). The integrated structure for ANN [36, 37] and PSO [38, 39] is in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4.

Flowchart for ANN-cum-PSO integration for end milling parameters prediction and
optimisation.
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4. Model Application and Discussion of Results
To demonstrate the applicability of the proposed predictive and optimisation models two examples, are
presented using literature data. We consider the case of two objectives (i.e. surface roughness and tool
wear), where these objectives are optimised concurrently. In this study, the procedure used in assigning of
weight to each objective is based on dynamic weighted aggregation approach, as presented in Eq. (13) and
(14). This weight scheme involves the adjustment of weights at each iteration step [38]. This approach of
weights assignment addressed the problem of mixing solutions in concave areas in a Pareto front which is
associated with conventional weight aggregation approach [40]. During the implementation of the HSA, the
values of harmony memory accepting and pitch adjusting rate are taken as 0.75 and 0.3, respectively [41].
(13)
w1 (t )  sin  2 t a 
(14)
w2 (t )  1  w1 (t )
where, w1 and w2 are the weight for objective 1(surface roughness) and objective 2 (tool wear),
respectively. a is known as adaptation frequency, it is user defined and t is iteration step.
The maximum epoch of the ANN architectures is used as stoppage criterion. We do not conduct an
extensive investigation on the optimal number of hidden layers nodes, but take cognizance of the number
of nodes in each hidden layer that will generate acceptable prediction error limits. The aim of developing
the ANN architectures is to generate equations for determining surface roughness and tool wear. The
training algorithm for the ANN models is back propagation, while sigmoid function is used a transfer
function. During training of the ANN models, the growing of number of nodes in each of the hidden
layers and varying the total number of epoch methods are used in the selection of a suitable ANN model.
The determination of the solution boundaries (B), that is the minimum and maximum bounds is made,
statistically. The solutions for each of the examples presented were monitored for 30 times using each of
the solution methods considered. In this paper, a comparative analysis of the optimisers is made as metaheuristics for solving the end milling problem. Scientifically speaking, meta-heuristics cannot find the same
solution when performing many runs due to the fact that randomisation is used in their procedures. As
such, it makes sense to run the programmes for the computational problems for a large population. With
this, reliable conclusions could be made. In statistics, large samples start from when sample number is at
least 30. This information is used to guide our decision making on the comparison study embarked.
Equation (15) is utilised in computing the minimum and maximum bounds for the solutions using the
different optimisers [38]. In this study,  taken as 1 % for the examples considered.
B    t ,n1
(15)

 V
n



i 1

i

V 

n  n  1

2

(16)

where,  and  are average and standard deviations of solutions generated from using an optimiser, 
confidence interval.
Example 1: This example consider surface roughness and tool wear prediction and optimisation using
spindle speed, depth-of-cut, feed rate and silicon carbide as input parameters. Datasets from Arokiadass et
al. [16] is used to demonstrate the applicability of the proposed model. The parametric settings for the
predictive model and the solution methods (BB-BC and PSO) for the optimisation model are presented in
Table 1. Based on the datasets obtained from Arokiadass et al. [16] study, the minimum and maximum
values for tool wear are 0.211 and 0.443, respectively. The minimum and maximum values for surface
roughness are 3.802 and 7.008, respectively. Thus, the optimal values for surface roughness and tool wears
are expected to lie between the above limits that are specified for surface roughness and tool wear,
respectively.
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Table 1.

Parametric settings for predictive and optimisation models.
Predictive model
Optimisation model
Surface
Parameter
Tool wear
Parameter
BB-BC PSO
roughness
No. of inputs
4
4
No. of generations
100
100
No. of output
1
1
No. of particles
30
30
Performance (Mean square error)
1 x 10-3
1 x 10-3
0.01
Α
No. of hidden layers
2
2
C1
1.5
No. of epochs
2000
2000
C2
1.5
No. of neurons in hidden layer
8-7
8-7

1

1

0.9

0.9
0.8

0.8

Tool wear (mm)

Surface roughness (μm)

The training results using the selected ANN architecture (4-8-7-1) at the maximum epoch are presented
in Figs. 5 and 6, while the plot during testing of the developed ANN model are depicted in Figs. 7 and 8.

0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2

Experimental value

0.1

Predicted value

Experimental value
Predicted value

0.7
0.6
0.5
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0.2
0.1
0
1

0
1

2
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7

8
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7

8
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Experiment number
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0.9

0.9

0.8

0.8

0.7

0.7

Tool wear (mm)

Surface roughness (μm)

Fig. 5. Plot for surface roughness using normalised Fig. 6. Plot for tool wear using normalised
training datasets.
training datasets.

0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3

Experimental value

0.2

Predicted value

0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3

Experimental value

0.2

Predicted value

0.1

0.1

0

0

1

1

2

3

4

5

2

3

6

4

5

6
Experiment number

Experiment number

Fig. 7. Plot for surface roughness using normalised Fig. 8. Plot for tool wear using normalised
testing datasets.
testing datasets.
From Table 2, the value of R2 during the training of the selected ANN architecture is high. Using the
developed ANN model expressions for surface roughness and tool wear, we proceed to determine the
optimal values for CNC HASS vertical milling machine using uncoated solid carbide as cutters and LM
25Al/SiCp metal matrix composite (100 x 50 x 40 mm) as workpiece based on the parametric settings in
Table 1. The minimum values for λ1 and λ2 are determined based on the membership functions (logistic
function) for the minimum experimental values for tool wear and surface roughness that are report by
Arokiadass et al. [16], respectively. The results obtained from the two solution methods are shown in Table
3.
Table 2:
Example

Measure of prediction performance for example 1.
Data type
Training

Example 1
Testing

Parameter
Surface roughness
Tool wear
Surface roughness
Tool wear

MSE
4.26 x 10-2
12.10 x 10-2
6.9 x 10-2
2.01 x 10-1

Performance metrics
R2
MAPE
9.78 x 10-1
7.73
-1
8.12 x 10
19.05
9.40 x 10-1
15.00
8.92 x 10-1
49.66
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By using the developed ANN model as a surrogate for generating the expressions for example 1
surface roughness and tool wear, we solved the formulated model for 30 different runs and the trend of
the solutions obtained for the objective function is presented in Fig. 9.

Objective function value

0.9000
0.8000
0.7000
0.6000
0.5000
0.4000
0.3000
0.2000

BB-BC

0.1000

PSO

0.0000
1

3

5

7

9

11

13

15

17

19

21

23

25

27

29

Experiment number

Fig. 9.

Values of the objective function for example 1 at different runs.

The summary of the BB-BC and PSO performance as solution methods for the proposed model are
presented in Table 3. At a Pareto value of 0.45 for example 1 objective function, the parametric setting of
the decision variables are shown in Table 4.
Table 3.

Summary of optimisers performance for example 2.
Methods
BB-BC
PSO
Best
0.7996
0.8384
Worst
0.5335
0.5067
Average
0.7264
0.6536
Limits
0.6671 - 0.7856 0.5907 - 0.7165

Table 4.

Optimal values for end milling parameters for example 1
Parameter
BB-BC results
0.38
Surface roughness (μm)
Tool wear (mm)
6.00
Spindle speed (rev/min)
3357
Feed rate (mm/min)
0.06
Depth-of-cut (mm)
1.91
Silicon carbide (% wt)
19.00
0.7314
λ1
0.7923
λ2

Example 2: The performance of the proposed model is verified using three input parameters (cutting tool
hardness, cutting speed and feed rate) in predicting and optimising surface roughness and tool flank wear
are considered. Table 4 presents the parametric settings for the ANN and the optimisation models, while
data used from Kivak [42] work is used in studying example 2. In this example, 15 and 3 data are used in
training and testing of the ANN models. The small size of the data necessitated the need to training the
ANN models for longer periods. During the training of the ANN models used in this example, 15 and 3
are used as the training and the testing datasets, respectively. The parametric settings for the ANN models
and solution methods are presented in Table 5.
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Table 5.

Parametric settings for predictive and optimisation models.
Predictive model
Surface roughness

Tool wear

Parameter

BB-BC

PSO

No. of inputs

3

3

No. of generations

100

100

No. of output

1

1

No. of particles

30

30

Performance
(Mean square error)

1 x 10-3

1 x 10-3

Α

0.01

-

No. of hidden layers

2

2

C1

-

1.5

No. of epochs

1000

2000

C2

-

1.5

No. of neurons
in hidden layer

10-5

10-5

Experimental value

1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Experimental value

1

Predicted value

Predicted value

0.9
0.8
Flank Wear (mm)

Surface Roughnss (μm)

Parameter

Optimisation model

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

15

1

Sample Number

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Sample Number

Fig. 10. Plot for surface roughness using normalised Fig. 11. Plot for flank wear using normalised
training datasets.
training datasets.
0.8

Experimental value

0.7

0.7

Predicted value

0.6

Flank Wear (mm)

Surface Roughness (μm)

0.8

0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2

0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3

0.1

0

0
1

2

Experimental value

0.2

0.1
3
Sample Number

Predicted value

1

2

3
Sample Number

Fig. 12. Plot for surface roughness using Fig. 13. Plot for flank wear using normalised
normalised training datasets.
training datasets.
From Table 5, the results from the selected ANN architectures showed that the ANN models performed
satisfactorily. Using these developed ANN models, the determination of optimal surface roughness and
tool flank wear during milling of Hadfield steel block (100 x 50 x 14 mm) at a constant depth-of-cut (0.5
mm) is carried out and the results obtained are reported in Table 6.
Table 6.

Measure of prediction performance for example 2.
Parameter

Training
Testing

Surface roughness
Tool wear
Surface roughness
Flank wear

Performance metrics
MSE
R
3.91 x 10-2
9.83 x 10-1
5.60 x 10-2
9.63 x 10-1
-2
8.04 x 10
9.48 x 10-1
1.02 x 10-1
9.94 x 10-1
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6.06 x 10-2
1.09 x 10-1
1.43 x 10-1
1.89 x 10-1
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1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

BB-BC
PSO

1

3

5

7

9

11

13

15

17

19

21

23

25

27

29

Experiment number

Fig. 14.

Values of the objective function for example 2 at different runs.

Based on the information presented in the figure, the performances of the optimisers are summarised
statistical in Table 7.
Table 7.

Summary of optimisers performance for example 2.
Methods
BB-BC
PSO
Best
0.8870
0.8637
Worst
0.7041
0.5022
Average
0.7491
0.6217
Limits
0.7259 - 0.7724 0.5449 - 0.6986

Using the BB-BC algorithm, at Pareto value of 0.7474 for the objective function for example 2, the
following parametric settings in Table 8 was obtained.
Table 8.

Optimal values for end milling parameters for example 2.
Parameters
BB-BC
0.57
Surface roughness (μm)
Tool wear (mm)
0.22
Cutting tool hardness (Hv) 1430
Cutting speed (m/min)
118
Feed rate (mm/rev)
0.12
0.7480
λ1
0.7358
λ2

5. Conclusions
This study has presented a novel approach of determining optimal values of machining performance by
implementing ANN as a surrogate model for generating expressions for surface roughness and tool wear.
BB-BC and PSO algorithms are considered as solution methods for solving the non-linear optimisation
model presented. Based on the results obtained, the BB-BB has good convergence characteristics when
compared with the PSO performance. As a departure from literature, a blend of ANN and the BB-BC on
one side, and of the PSO on the other side produced stronger predictive and optimisation models. The
results obtained from the ANN models that are trained with gradient method shows that surface roughness
and tool wear for LM 25Al/SiCp metal matrix composite can be predicted with the proposed ANN. Based
on the prediction results, it can be conclude that the proposed ANN models perform satisfactorily, this
conclusion is arrived at when we compared the performance of our proposed ANN models with the ANN
models developed for material removal rate and tool wear by Theja et al. [17] and Kivak [42]. The results
obtained from BB-BC and PSO showed that these algorithms have the capacity to generate optimal values
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for end milling process parameters. However, the BB-BC algorithm performs better than the PSO
algorithm considers in the current study, this conclusion is based on the current dataset used in this study.
The use of BB-BC algorithm as optimisation algorithm for optimal material removal rate and tool wear
can be considered as an area of further study. The use of other training algorithms like Levenberg Maquardt
can replace gradient descent used in the current paper and results compared. This will help in the selection
of training algorithm that will generate a minimum error between predicted values. Also, the issue of
outliners should be taken care of before using the expression generated for surface roughness and tool
wear. Furthermore, the proposed bi-objective model can be applied in optimising other end milling
parameters like material removal rates and tool wear. Future work could consider the application of the
proposed approach using information in [43–45]. During application of the proposed, we recommend that
more dataset should be used in training a selected predictive model in generating the equations for the
surface roughness and tool wear objective functions. This will improve the generalisation power of a
trained ANN model. Also, we encourage the use of different number of hidden layers ANN. This will
minimise the problem of poor fitting of input-output patterns [30]. Finally an application can be developed
that will selection the best predictive model for a particular material surface roughness and tool wear.
Model like ANN, support vector machine, polynomial function, radial-basis function, Kriging model can be
considered. The selection of the best model should be based on at least 30 different runs for each of the
predictive model that will be considered. The input parameters for the two examples in this study were
obtained directly from machining literature. However, when applying the proposed model, principal
component analysis can be used in reducing the number of input parameters to be used in study machining
outputs.
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